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h i g h l i g h t s
� Stack stress is a dynamic quantity that evolves during electrochemical cycling.
� The initial applied stack pressure determines how stress evolves during cycling.
� Small stack stresses prevent layer delamination, benefiting long term performance.
� Higher stress causes higher rates of capacity fade through cycleable lithium loss.
� Stack stress leads to localized separator deformation and chemical degradation.
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a b s t r a c t

The effects of mechanical stress on lithium-ion battery life are investigated by monitoring the stack
pressure and capacity of constrained commercial lithium-ion pouch cells during cycling. Stack stress is
found to be a dynamic quantity, fluctuating with charge/discharge and gradually increasing irreversibly
over long times with cycling. Variations in initial stack pressure, an important controllable
manufacturing parameter, are shown to produce different stress evolution characteristics over the life-
time of the cells. Cells manufactured with higher levels of stack pressure are found to exhibit shorter
cycle lives, although small amounts of stack pressure lead to increased capacity retention over uncon-
strained cells. Postmortem analysis of these cells suggests a coupling between mechanics and electro-
chemistry in which higher levels of mechanical stress lead to higher rates of chemical degradation, while
layer delamination is responsible for the capacity fade in unconstrained cells. Localized separator
deformation resulting in nonuniform lithium transport is also observed in all cells.

� 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Lithium-ion batteries are finding application in many large scale
technologies such as electric vehicles, aerospace, and grid level
storage. For such applications it is necessary to develop batteries
with long cycle and calendar lives as battery replacement is
impractically expensive. To this end there have been many studies
investigating the various competing aging mechanisms that occur
in lithium-ion batteries such as SEI growth, electrode material loss,
and separator pore closure [1e3]. These aging studies consider a
wide range of parameters (e.g. state of charge, depth of discharge,
charge/discharge rate, charge variability, and temperature) to
old).

All rights reserved.
better understand the effects of different operating/environmental
conditions on aging [4,5]. One important parameter that has been
neglected in the literature is the effect of compressive stack pres-
sure on lithium-ion battery aging.

Compressive stack pressure is present in all lithium-ion batte-
ries and is used to maintain intimate contact between battery
components as well as to prevent layer delamination and defor-
mation during operation. This stack pressure is applied during
manufacturing when the electrode stack is placed into a rigid
constraint and is typically in the range of 0.1e1 MPa. Examples of
rigid constraints are the rigid housings placed over pouch cells in
design applications or the canisters of cylinder or prismatic cells.
While the initial application of this stack stress is controlled during
battery manufacturing, this stress is a dynamic quantity that varies
over the lifetime of the cell. During operation the compressive
stress at the stack level within the cell fluctuates owing to expan-
sion of the electrodes within a constrained environment. The issue
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Table 1
Summary of cell stack pressures in MPa. Initial is the stack pressure applied before
stress relaxation occurs. Min and Max correspond to the minimum and maximum
stresses experienced by the cells after stress relaxation.

Stack pressure Initial Min Max

Unconstrained e e e

Low 0.05 0 0.5
Medium 0.5 0.2 1.5
High 5 1 3
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of mechanical stress becomes increasingly important as higher
capacity materials with higher volumetric expansions (e.g. silicon)
are incorporated into battery electrodes. Other competing mecha-
nisms such as SEI growth [6], binder swelling [7], and viscoelastic
creep [2] further complicate prediction of stack level stress evolu-
tion in batteries.

Typical studies on mechanical stress evolution in lithium-ion
cells focus on stress arising within individual electrode particles
or within the plane of the composite electrodes [7e9]. These par-
ticle level and composite electrode level stresses have been linked
to capacity fade through particle exfoliation and SEI growth
mechanisms. Previous work has also suggested links between stack
level mechanical stress and capacity fade [2,3], but no publications
have explicitly investigated stack level stress in lithium-ion cells
and its effects on capacity fade. To date there has been only a
limited number of studies on the subject of stack level stress: a few
experimental measurements of stack level stress evolution [10,11]
and thickness changes [12] during cycling, as well as well as nu-
merical simulations of stress induced in the separator by electrode
expansion [13].

This paper focuses on measuring the stack level stress evolution
in constrained commercial pouch cells and its effect on rate of ca-
pacity fade. It is shown that the level of initial stack pressure can
strongly influence the stress evolution and capacity fade charac-
teristics of cells, with higher stress levels showing higher rates of
capacity fade. A postmortem analysis of the cycled cells indicates
that loss of cycleable lithium is the main failure mechanism, with
higher stressed cells exhibiting higher rates of capacity fade. These
results suggest an important coupling between mechanical stress
and chemical degradation, possibly through inhomogeneous elec-
trode utilization due to transport restriction from separator defor-
mation [3].

2. Experimental

Commercial 500 mAh pouch cells with nominal dimensions of
25 mm � 35 mm � 6.5 mm are used in this study. The active ma-
terials are lithium cobalt oxide and graphite and the electrolyte is
LiPF6 in organic solvent. These cells are initially discharged at a C/2
rate until reaching a 2.7 V cutoff before being placed into the
constraint fixture shown schematically in Fig. 1. Subsequent
charging results in stress build up due to electrode expansion.

The constraint fixture consists of a pouch cell in series with an
amplified load cell. An aluminum plate is placed between the pouch
cell and load cell to distribute the mechanical load evenly along the
flat face of the pouch cell. The load cell and pouch cell assembly is
then clamped down between two aluminum plates held together
with nuts and bolts. Prior to tightening the nuts, a controlled load is
applied with a compression testing machine according to the initial
load prescribed in Table 1. After the initial load is applied the nuts
Fig. 1. Schematic of the constraint fixture used to maintain and measure compressive
stack stress.
are gently secured in position and thread-locking adhesive is
applied to prevent the nuts from loosening during the cycling
portion of the test. The constraint fixture with pouch cell is
removed from the compression tester for electrochemical cycling.

The pouch cells are cycled using a C/2 CCCV scheme between
4.2 V and 2.7 V with a C/50 cutoff. The cells are cycled at room
temperature, although precise temperature control is not used.
Mechanical and electrical data is collected every 10 min. After
cycling, the pouch cells are disassembled in an argon atmosphere
containing less than 0.1 ppmwater vapor and oxygen. Coin cells are
fabricated using electrodes harvested from the pouch cells. These
electrodes have the active material removed from one side to
expose the current collector for good electrical connection. The area
of the negative electrode in each cell is slightly larger than the area
of the positive electrode to prevent misalignment. The graphite
anodes half cells are cycled between 0.01 V and 1.3 V, and the
lithium cobalt oxide half cells are cycled between 2.8 and 4.3 versus
lithium.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Mechanical stress evolution

Typical plots of compressive stack stress as a function of time for
cells held at different stack pressures are shown in Fig. 2 for early
times and in Fig. 3 for the entire duration of the cycling test. To
understand these stress evolution plots of the constrained pouch
cells it is necessary to first understand the constant thickness na-
ture of the rigid constraint. The constraint shown in Fig. 1 con-
strains the pouch cell to maintain a constant thickness such that
stress, not thickness, is free to evolve. Stress changes therefore
correspond to the cell thickness changes that would occur in the
Fig. 2. Stack stress evolution at early times. The high and medium stack pressure cells
exhibit stress relaxation spanning time scales on the order of days.



Fig. 3. Stack stress evolution as a function of cycle number. Changes in the initial stack
pressure have a profound effect on the nature of the subsequent stress evolution in the
cell.
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absence of a rigid constraint, with the measured stress change
being equal to the applied stress necessary to reverse the cell
thickness change. The constant thickness scenario provides a good
description of commercial batteries which are generally placed in
rigid constraints.

A consequence of the constant thickness loading scheme used in
batteries and the viscoelastic nature of battery materials is that
stress relaxation will occur, especially at early time scales.
Conceptually, stress relaxation can be understood by considering
the simple Maxwell model of viscoelasticity which contains a
spring element (purely elastic with modulus E) and dashpot
element (purely viscous with viscosity h) in series. When an
instantaneous deformation is applied to the Maxwell system there
occurs an initial stress s0 which relaxes with time t according to the
well known expression [14]

sðtÞ ¼ s0exp� E
h
t

Taking the derivative shows that the rate of stress relaxation is
dependent on stress level so that pouch cells held at higher stress
levels should exhibit higher degrees of stress relaxation:
Fig. 4. Stressetime curves from Fig. 2 plotted with a pouch cell stressestrain curve
showing that the different magnitude stress fluctuations correspond to the same levels
of cell expansion normalized by charge.
dsðtÞ
dt

¼ �E
h
sðtÞ
This conceptual treatment has a couple of implications. First, the
initial applied stack stress is only felt by the battery stack for an instant
before relaxing to someotherequilibriumvaluewhichdependson the
material properties, rate of loading, and initial stress. This is the reason
that the initial discharged stresses shown inFig. 2 aremuch lower than
the prescribed initial stack pressures in Table 1: by the time the load
cells are attached to the DAQ, the stack stress has relaxed significantly.
The ephemeral nature of the initial applied stressmakes initial stress a
somewhat arbitrary designation of stack pressure. Better descriptions
of stack pressure can be given byminimum,maximumand/or average
stress values. The second implication is that the higher stressed
cells should exhibit higher degrees of stress relaxation, which is
evident from Fig. 3 with the high stack pressure cells showing stress
relaxation on a time scale of days, the medium stack pressure cells
showing relaxationona timescaleofhours,and the lowstackpressure
cells showing relaxation on a time scale of seconds.

The next notable feature of the stress evolution data is that
stress state varies with charge state. This is due to expansion of both
the graphite and lithium cobalt oxide electrodes with charging [15].
Even though the thickness of the pouch cell as a whole is held
constant by the rigid constraint, the electrodes are still able to
expand into the separator, which acts like a spring by building up
stress as it is compressed e this is the source of the stress fluctu-
ations on charging. The stress compresses the electrodes to a lesser
extent than the separator because the electrodes are much more
rigid than the separator. Detailed analysis of single-cycle curves of
stack stress evolution in constrained cells and thickness evolution
in unconstrained cells can be found in Refs. [10e12,16].

While cells under each of the different stack pressures exhibit
state of charge dependent stress fluctuations, themagnitudes of the
stress fluctuations are observed to be larger in the more highly
stressed cells. This observation can be explained by considering the
nonlinear elastic mechanical properties of the pouch cell. If the
pouch cell were linear elastic, the electrode expansion with
charging would be expected to produce the same magnitude of
stress fluctuation regardless of stress level. However, from the
pouch cell’s stressestrain curve shown in Fig. 4, it can be seen that
the pouch cell is more rigid at higher stress levels. This means that
for the same amount of electrode expansion, cells with higher stack
pressures will exhibit higher charging stress fluctuations.

One feature that is not apparent in the early time scale stress
evolution plot is the trend of gradual stress increase that occurs in
constrained lithium-ion cells. This gradual stress accumulation oc-
curs on time scales much larger than stress relaxation and charging
stresses, and is indicative of a gradual overall volumetric expansion
of the cell. Possible explanations for the persistent stress increase
are cycling-induced structural changes within the electrode parti-
cles [17,18] and growth of the SEI [6], which result in a permanent
volumetric expansion that creates additional mechanical stress.
Upon disassembly, the graphite anodes taken from all of the cycled
cells are indeed found to be thicker than pristine anodes, consistent
with the stress increases seen in Fig. 3 and observations made in
previous studies [19]. The implication of this stress increase is that
the stress in a lithium-ion cell during its service life is likely to be
much higher than the initial manufacturing stack pressure.

3.2. Electrochemical characterization

The ultimate result of the accumulation of mechanical stress in
the constrained pouch cells is a reduction in electrochemical per-
formance, with higher stress levels leading to higher rates of ca-
pacity fade. This effect is readily seen in Fig. 5 which shows capacity



Fig. 5. C/2 capacity averaged overall three cells at each stack pressure as a function of
cycle number. Error bars show þ/� one standard deviation.
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as a function of cycle number. Note that plotting capacity against
time instead of cycle number produces essentially the same plot.
Fig. 5 shows an important exception to the general trend of higher
levels of stress leading to higher rates of capacity fade, with the
unconstrained cells exhibiting a higher rate of capacity fade than
the low stack pressure cells after about 1000 cycles. The higher
capacity retention exhibited by the low stack pressure cells over the
unconstrained cells shows that a small amount of compression is
indeed beneficial for long term cell performance. In all of the cells
except the high stack pressure cells, there is no substantial reversal
in capacity loss upon slower cycling.

To better understand the effects of stress on the capacity fade
behavior of the cycled cells, a postmortem analysis is conducted in
which the cycled pouch cells are disassembled under inert atmo-
sphere and the individual cell components are analyzed. Striking
macroscopic visual differences are observed between cells held at
different stack pressures as shown in Fig. 6, especially with respect
to a pristine pouch cell. Note that the disassembled cells are at
Fig. 6. Photographs of the disassembled pouch cells showing different types of mechanic
spatially nonuniform lithium distribution within the anode is particularly visible, with black
seen on each face of the partially charged medium stack pressure anode. (For interpretation
of this article.)
different charge states as indicated in the figure, which is the source
of the difference in color (yellow vs. black) between the pictured
anodes. One clear visual trend is that there exists a solid surface
film on the anodes taken from the constrained cells, with the cells
constrained at a higher stack pressure showing larger regions of
film coverage. The film can be seen on the anodes and to a lesser
extent on the separator face that was in contact with the anodes.
The silver-colored portions of the cathodes are regions where the
cathode material adhered to the separator and delaminated from
the cathode during disassembly, not regions covered with a surface
film. These observations are consistent among all the cells in the
study and suggest a coupling between mechanics and chemical
degradation.

The notion of a coupling between mechanics and chemistry is
further corroborated by the fact that the anode surface films appear
in a periodic pattern along the face of the electrode such that when
the electrodes are rolled back into a jelly roll the regions of film
coverage are all aligned. This alignment is indicative of mechanical
effects because vertically aligned regions would experience similar
localized mechanical environments, but not necessarily similar
localized chemical environments. This also suggests that the me-
chanical stress within the constrained pouch cells is not uniform.
Despite the apparent importance of local environment, no clear
preference for formation on either the flat faces or rounded edges is
observed when comparing all of the disassembled cells from this
study (including cells not pictured in Fig. 6). At present, the
chemical composition and formation mechanism of the anode
surface films are unknown. However, because the stack pressures in
the constrained pouch cells are relatively low from a thermody-
namic perspective, it is likely that these films form through a ki-
netic effect, possibly due to nonuniform current distributions
caused by the localized regions of high deformation within the
stressed separator observed in Fig. 7. Full characterization is beyond
the scope of this work andwill be the subject of a subsequent study.

The assertion of a nonuniform current distribution is supported
by the photograph of the medium stack-pressure cell in Fig. 6. This
cell is partially charged before disassembly to allow visual
al stress dependent degradation. The boxed portion underscores an area where the
, red, and yellow colored regions in close proximity. Similar lithium distributions can be
of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version



Fig. 7. SEM micrographs of separators and anodes from pristine and a cell cycled at medium stack pressure showing spatially nonuniform degradation.

Fig. 8. Five number summaries (minimum, lower quartile, median, upper quartile,
maximum) of the capacity data for post-mortem coin cells assembled with cycled
electrodes. “Control” cells contain pristine electrodes instead of cycled electrodes. In-
dividual data points are outliers falling outside 1.5 times the interquartile range.
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inspection of the lithium distribution, since graphite changes from
black to red to gold in color with increasing lithium concentration
[20]. As can be seen in the boxed portion of Fig. 6, the partially
charged anode contains regions of black, red, and gold color in close
proximity to each other, indicating a highly nonuniform spatial
distribution of intercalated lithium within the electrodes. Nonuni-
form lithium distributions similar to the boxed region can be seen
occurring on each face along the entire length of the medium stack
pressure anode. While the nonuniform anode coloration could
conceivably be caused by local electronic disconnection of graphite
particles [1], in this case nonuniform lithium transport through the
separator is a more likely explanation since the anodes retain near
full capacity after cycling, as shown later in Fig. 8.

Visual inspection of the disassembled pouch cells also reveals an
important difference between the mechanical behavior during
cycling of the unconstrained and constrained pouch cells. In the
unconstrained pouch cell, the originally flat faces of the wound
electrodes exhibit a rippled structure after cycling such that certain
regions of the flat faces have lost contact with the separator. Elec-
trode rippling is a consequence of cycling (not to be confused with
the rounded edges formed from the winding of the electrode stack)
and has been reported previously in a study investigating anode
expansion in pouch cells [21]. This rippling results in contact loss
with the separator, disconnecting these regions from the rest of the
cell such that they no longer contribute to the cell’s capacity.

The local disconnection resulting from rippling is readily visu-
alized when the unconstrained pouch cells are fully charged before
disassembly such that the lithiated graphite shows a yellow color
and unlithiated graphite remains black. In Fig. 6 the black regions of
the unconstrained anode correspond to regions of the anode that
have loss contact with the separator as a result of rippling. Like the
solid films observed in the constrained cells, these disconnected
regions are periodic along the face of the electrode such that they
are vertically aligned when the electrodes are rolled into a stack,
highlighting the mechanical nature of this effect. One can also see
slight differences in color of the unconstrained separator that
resulted from the rippling during operation. This loss of electrode
contact due to rippling is likely responsible for the lower capacity
retention of the unconstrained cells compared with the lightly
constrained cells. Thus a small amount of mechanical compression
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is beneficial to long term performance by preventing layer delam-
ination through rippling.

There are also clear microscopic visual differences between the
cycled cells and pristine cells when viewed under SEM. Fig. 7 shows
SEM images of the anodes and separators of a pristine cell and a
cycled cell. Prior to imaging, the separators are rinsed multiple
times in DMC to remove anymaterial loosely adhered to the surface
to allow visualization of the pore structure. The electrodes are left
unrinsed so as tominimize disturbance to any surface features. SEM
images of the cathodes are not included in Fig. 7 as there are no
clear visual differences between any of the cathodes. The samples
are carried to the SEM under argon atmosphere and are only
exposed to ambient atmosphere between transferring from a
sealed vessel to the SEM vacuum chamber. Exposure to atmosphere
is minimized because it is observed that some of the visible surface
features tend to disappear over time in ambient atmosphere.

Fig. 7 shows an anode from a cell cycled under medium stack
pressure with SEM images taken at different positions along the
anode. When viewed under SEM one can see that the surface film
on the anode extends beyond the portion of the film visible to the
naked eye, as shown in the central image of Fig. 7. Fig. 7 also shows
the spatially heterogeneous nature of these films, with a portion of
the anode being free from film coverage. Similar features can be
seen in the low and high stack pressure cells, though as might be
expected from Fig. 6, the amount of film coverage increases with
stack pressure. In the high stack pressure cells, the anode is found
to be completely covered with a surface film during SEM imaging,
with the exception of a narrow region around the edge of the
anode. This edge region remains inactive during cycling because it
is not directly opposite the cathode (the anode is slightly larger
than the cathode in the pouch cell), suggesting that the film for-
mation is heavily influenced by cycling behavior, not just time.

The SEM images of the separators from all of the cycled cells
show reductions in porosity when compared to a separator taken
from a pristine cell as shown in Fig. 7. With the exception of the
high stack pressure cells, pore closure is found to be spatially het-
erogeneous, occurring in localized regions that are periodic along
the length of the separator. The surfacemorphology of the reduced-
porosity regions looks similar to the surface morphology of pristine
separators that have been mechanically deformed at high stresses
for short times [2]. The deformed morphology is indicative of me-
chanical creep which has occurred at stresses below the yield point
of the polyethylene separator material, even in the unconstrained
cell. Thus in the absence of an external mechanical constraint, some
stress must still build up as the layers expand under the constraint
imposed by the jelly rolled composite electrode structure.

It is important to note that the separators in Fig. 7 are not held
under mechanical stress during imaging. If it were possible to
obtain SEM images of separators under the mechanical compres-
sion characteristic of operation in a real cell, one would see an even
higher degree of pore reduction owing to elastic deformation of the
separator material [3]. Such closure of pores directly leads to un-
even lithium transport and distribution, which is evidenced by
nonuniform color distributions in pristine anodes lithiated in coin
cells with cycled separators. It is possible that such heterogeneous
operation facilitates the increased chemical degradation observed
in the constrained pouch cells.

To shed light on the dominant source of the capacity fade
observed in Fig. 5, a capacity analysis of coin cells assembled with
electrodes harvested from the cycled pouch cells is conducted. The
postmortem capacity measurements are presented in Fig. 8 using a
five number summary to show the variability of the capacity
measurements. Both half cells and full cells assembled with cycled
electrodes show higher variability in measured capacity than the
control cells assembled with pristine electrodes. The higher
capacity variability of the full cells assembled with cycled elec-
trodes is likely a result of the nonuniform spatial distribution of
intercalated lithium that is observed within the electrodes: a full
cell assembled with a pair of electrodes containing an above or
below average amount of intercalated lithium results in an above or
below average measured capacity, respectively. The higher vari-
ability of the cycled electrode half cells suggests that some degree
of spatially heterogeneous electrode degradation has occurred. The
electrode degradation appears independent of stress with the
exception of the anodes harvested from the high stack pressure
cells.

The capacity analysis indicates that the source of capacity fade in
all of the constrained pouch cells is loss of cycleable lithium. This
conclusion follows from Fig. 8, which shows that the half cells have
higher capacities than their corresponding full cells. This means
that the capacity of the full cell is limited not by either individual
electrode, but rather by the amount of cycleable lithium available to
the cell for intercalation. Thus the capacity for each pouch cell
under study is determined directly by its cycleable lithium content
and the capacity fade is a measure of irreversible lithium con-
sumption by side reactions. The trend of increasing loss of cycleable
lithiumwith increasing stack stress further supports the notion of a
coupling between mechanics and chemical degradation. Presum-
ably, much of this lost lithium is contained within the visible solid
surface films formed on the anodes shown in Fig. 6, but chemical
analysis of these films is out of scope of the current work.

4. Conclusion

Stack level mechanical stress is a dynamic quantity that evolves
in constrained lithium ion cells through the competing effects
of viscoelastic stress relaxation, lithiation-induced expansion/
contraction during charge/discharge, and gradual permanent in-
creases in electrode volume. All cells in this study exhibit persistent
long-term increases in stress indicating that in practice stack
stresses may be much higher than the initially applied stack pres-
sure. Stack level stress is shown to have a strong effect on long term
cell performance, with higher levels of stress leading to higher rates
of capacity fade in the cells under study. Upon disassembly, local-
ized deformation in the separator and surface film coverage on the
anode are observed in all cells. Film coverage is found to increase
with mechanical stress, suggesting a coupling between mechanical
stress and chemical degradation. The observed capacity fade in all
cells is attributed to loss of cycleable lithium through a postmortem
analysis, corroborating the notion of mechanically mediated
chemical degradation. Light stack pressure is found to be beneficial
to long term performance by preventing layer delamination.
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